Fishing Licences
I have fishing licences for both the Tolmin and Idrija fishing clubs for sale, the prices for
fishing licences are as follows. (2013 Prices)

€ Euros €€

Catch and
Release
(daily)

3 Fish kill
Trophy
ticket
Section ticket
(daily)
(daily)

Idrija Fishing Club

60

70

90

Tolmin Fishing Club

54

68

N/A

3 Day
fishing
licence

5 Day fishing
licence

N/A

N/A

The 3 and 5 days are for consecutive days fishing

The Unica chalkstream is 99 Euros per day. Fishing on the Sora is 54 Euros per day C&R

Guiding
The rates for professional guides are fairly even across Slovenia and usually start at 150
Euros per day for 1 person with an additional 30 Euros per extra person. I can organise the
guiding or please feel free to contact them directly. Half days are available and discounts for
more than 1 day. All the guides speak excellent English.
I really do advise spending some time with them as they can make all the difference to your
fishing holiday. These guys spend over 150 days per year on the river guiding or fishing
themselves so know the rivers, conditions, fish and appropriate flies. They offer excellent
tuition and technical advice and are very skilled at spotting fish. Gregor from novak is also a
Professional fly tier and can ensure your fly box is fully stocked with the right patterns.
I also act as guide but am not a professional; the apartments and farm have demands on my
time. I do however fish myself at least 4 times per month as well as accompanying guests.
My role is guide, driver, translator, photographer, Sherpa, entomologist, ... I know the local
area and am constantly exploring new places to fish. I cannot offer the same technical advice
as a professional but sometimes this isn’t required. My rate is €80 per day including local
transport (€40 half day).

